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In the second in our series of deep dives on natural capital
and biodiversity-related risks, we focus on deforestation. We
have seen a step change in ambition to end deforestation in
2021 – including our own commitment to tackle commoditydriven deforestation. Assessing how companies are exposed
to and managing these risks – and building a dialogue with
them to foster transparency, knowledge-sharing and best
practice – will be critical to achieving this ambition.
WHY IS DEFORESTATION SUCH A BIG ISSUE?
BIODIVERSITY IMPACTS – THREATS TO SPECIES DIVERSITY
Deforestation poses a critical and direct threat to biodiversity.
Around 80% of terrestrial biodiversity exists in forests.
A significant portion of global tree cover falls within sites
that have been identified as Key Biodiversity Areas (KBAs)
given the variety of species and threats they face. A subset
of these KBAs that hold the most critically endangered
species have experienced an increase in tree cover loss of
around 15% per year over the last decade – resulting in an
estimated 8% total tree cover loss in these areas this century.
Deforestation is therefore a key contributor to
biodiversity loss, but it also has broader impacts on
climate change, human rights, and global health, as the
Covid-19 pandemic has brought into sharp focus.
CLIMATE IMPACTS – LOSS OF CARBON SINKS
Tropical forests are important carbon sinks. Deforestation
not only releases a significant amount of carbon in the
atmosphere, it also reduces the stock of trees able to sequester
and store carbon in the future. Estimates suggest that
close to a third of the world’s forests have been destroyed
to date. The climate impacts of this are huge: if tropical
deforestation were considered a country, it would be the
third most polluting country in terms of carbon emissions.
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WATER IMPACTS – REDUCED RAINFALL AND
INCREASED RISKS OF DROUGHT
Beyond carbon emissions, deforestation also impacts the
earth’s water system, resulting in less water evaporation,
which leads to reduced rainfall and increased risks of
drought – with knock-on effects for soil quality and land
degradation. These effects are already being felt.
In Brazil, where deforestation accounts for close to half of
the country’s carbon emissions, the Amazon region is already
experiencing reduced rainfalls and shorter growing seasons.
SOCIAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS IMPACTS – DISPLACEMENT
OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE, WORKER RIGHTS AND
HEALTH ISSUES INCLUDING ZOONOTIC DISEASE
There are also social and human rights implications associated
with deforestation. These issues are particularly pertinent
given the prevalence of illegal deforestation, and include
potential displacement of indigenous people, conflict over land
use, as well as workers rights and health & safety issues.
More broadly, the deforestation and biodiversity loss
also have implications for global health. The majority of
infectious diseases, including the Covid-19 pandemic, are
zoonotic – meaning that they originate in animals.
Complex links between habitat destruction, human
disturbance, land use change and biodiversity loss have
been linked with increased prevalence of zoonotic disease,
according to the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform
on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES).

While these relationships are highly complex, making causal
inference challenging, it is clear that the prevalence and spread
of zoonotic diseases are influenced by the natural environment
and biodiversity loss, of which deforestation is a key contributor.
In addition to the human costs, The International Monetary
Fund (IMF) estimates suggest that the Covid-19 pandemic could
cost the global economy upwards of $25 trillion USD by 2025.

DRIVERS OF DEFORESTATION
Includes:
Ȃ Pasture for cattle
Ȃ Croplands for soy and palm oil
Ȃ Tree plantations for timber
Not all forests are created equally when it comes to climate
change and biodiversity. There are broadly three types of

forest biome, which are categorised by their latitude: tropical
forests close to the equator in Latin America, Africa and
South East Asia; temperate forests found across China, Japan,
Western Europe and North America; and boreal forests, which
span Siberia, Northern Asia, Canada and Scandinavia.
Tropical rainforests hold the most carbon and are home to
the greatest diversity of species. They also face the greatest
pressures from large scale agriculture. The bulk of tropical
deforestation occurs in Brazil and Indonesia. Key drivers have
been the clearing of forest land to provide pasture for cattle,
croplands for soy and palm oil, and tree plantations for timber.
More than half of global emissions associated with
deforestation have been driven by commodity-driven
tropical deforestation, of which a few key commodities
account for the lions share, according to estimates by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).

CO2 emissions from deforestation and peatland drainage (2017)
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But looking at the country of production alone only paints a
fraction of the picture, given the global and interconnected
nature of supply chains. An analysis of deforestation-related
emissions embedded within international trade highlights that
Indonesia is the largest exporter of these commodities, given
high levels of domestic consumption in Brazil. China is the
largest importer, followed by the European Union and India.

The table below highlights the emissions produced from
these commodities by their country of production. In
Brazil, cattle-related products and soybean production
dominate, while in Indonesia palm oil and rubber account
for the largest share of deforestation-related emissions.

CO2 emissions deforestation and peatland drainage, country of production, million tons CO2 (2017)
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Papua New Guinea
Côte d’Ivoire
Ecuador
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Source: Pendrill et al. (2019); Ceres.

Emissions from deforestation embedded in international trade (2017)
Producing countries

Consuming countries
USA

EU

Japan

China

India

Pakistan

Indonesia

26

58

18

48

73

24

Brazil

2

17

3

65

1

1

Malaysia

2

6

2

8

5

2

Australia

4

1

6

4

1

0

Mexico

5

0

0

0

0

0

Note: Figures represent million tons CO2 per year.
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Given the complexity of these international supply chains,
it is often difficult to accurately assess corporate exposure.
For example, within the palm oil supply chain, upstream
players in the value chain include large numbers of
smallholder farmers or producers, and these commodities
are then traded by a relatively small number of midstream
traders before splitting out to processors and downstream
actors such as manufacturers and retailers.

WHAT WE WILL BE LOOKING FOR

Furthermore, exposure to these upstream producers
is often limited in public markets, which means we
must focus on ensuring that downstream actors are
effective in their management of these risks through the
value chain, as discussed in the following section.

We will also seek to understand the extent to which
deforestation is considered a business risk and is
factored into the company’s risk assessments, as well as
understanding who within the company holds ultimate
responsibility for managing forest-related risks.

The following end markets are particularly exposed through
their sourcing of commodities that contribute to deforestation,
and will be the focus of our research and engagement work.

TAKING ACTION AGAINST HARMFUL DEFORESTATION:
OUR ENGAGEMENT PLAN
Our research and engagement priorities for deforestation
centre on the following five key dimensions in the consumer and
materials end markets highlighted above. Below, we leverage
data from a range of sources – including CDP, Forest 500, MSCI,
Refinitiv and Encore – to build an initial view of the level of
companies’ commitments and actions to end deforestation.
Given challenges with data availability, this scorecard should be
taken as indicative only, to help us understand where we should
focus in our company-specific research and conversations.
We will then seek to build on this through
conversations with a number of key companies.

We will seek to gain an understanding of the strength
of companies’ ambition to end deforestation through
the scope of their policies and targets in this area.
Ȃ Has the company committed to ending deforestation,
and does this commitment extend across its full operations
and supply chain?

Ȃ How is this issue dealt with at management and
board levels?
Ȃ Does performance on deforestation targets factor into
management targets?
We will also seek to gain insight into how companies
manage these risks through their supply chain.
Ȃ How accurately can companies trace high-risk commodities?
Ȃ What processes are in place to ensure that suppliers comply
with their policies and expectations?
Ȃ Do companies have constructive relationships with these
suppliers more broadly, and have they been involved in
any capacity-building to improve supplier practices?
We will also seek to understand the extent to which companies
use these certification schemes and how they verify compliance.
While there are limits to these schemes, we believe they have a
role to play in supplementing strong supply chain governance.

We will be calling on companies to increase their ambition and improve disclosure around forest-related risks. Through this,
we hope to raise corporate awareness, encourage knowledge sharing on best practice and increase transparency across
industries that are exposed to deforestation. We will also seek to differentiate between leaders and laggards in this area to
inform investment decisions.
Sector and industry exposure
Sector

Industries

Exposure

Consumer staples

Household & personal products

Exposure to all food commodities and
paper products for packaging

Food products, food & staples retailing
Consumer discretionary

Autos suppliers

Exposure to leather and rubber, wood pulp
and timber, as well as food commodities
for restaurants

Consumer durables
Textiles, apparel and luxury goods
Hotels, restaurants & leisure
Materials

Containers and packaging, paper and
forest products

Exposure to timber and paper

Research and engagement priorities – five key dimensions
Strategy and ambition

Strength of deforestation commitments and policies

Governance and risk management

Forest-related risk assessments
Board level responsibility and executive incentivisation

Traceability and supply chain management

Supply chain mapping and traceability
Monitoring and enforcement
Capacity building

Certification and compliance

No-deforestation certification and targets

Partnerships and reporting

Disclosure in line with emerging best practice
Industry initiatives
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OUR DEFORESTATION SCORECARD
The Deforestation Scorecard gives an indication of a company’s
exposure to and management of deforestation risks.

The scorecard is intended to give a quantitative indication of
company performance, and should be considered a useful
input into company conversations. Given challenges with data
availability and disclosure this should be taken as indicative only.

It assesses companies within exposed sectors according
to the five risk management dimensions described
above, and is prioritised by Schroders’ holdings size.

Example company results from our deforestation scorecard
Exposure

Traceability and
supply chain
management

Certiﬁcate and
compliance

Partnerships
and reporting

Total

16

18

14

14

80

6.6

7.8

8.8

10.6

43.4

Governance and
Strategy and
ambition risk management

Select a company

Geography

Company

Example company

Americas

60

18

Industry

Household products Americas

50.8

9.6

Strategy and ambition

Partnerships and reporting

Governance and risk management

Certﬁcation and compliance

Traceability and supply chain mainagement

Example company

Household products, Americas

Deforestation scorecard
This is a subset of >600 firms. Company names have been removed.

Company
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S

Sector
Food products
Food products
Food products
Personal products
Food products
Food and staples retailing
Textiles, apparel and luxury goods
Textiles, apparel and luxury goods
Textiles, apparel and luxury goods
Speciality retail
Household products
Trading companies and distributors
Food and staples retailing
Auto components
Food and staples retailing
Food and staples retailing
Food and staples retailing
Speciality retail
Textiles, apparel and luxury goods

Region
Europe
Asia
Europe
Europe
Asia
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Americas
Americas
Asia
Oceania
Asia
Europe
Americas
Europe
Europe
Asia

100
EXPOSURE
Higher = more exposed

100
MANAGEMENT
Higher = better

Exposure
60
56
65
65
86
35
27
42
45
45
40
20
30
45
30
40
35
35
70

Total Score
75
10
72
64
18
52
18
16
62
22
64
58
18
50
69
60
76
65
16
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Important Information
The views and opinions contained herein are those of the authors as
at the date of publication and are subject to change and may become
outdated due to market or regulatory developments. Such views and
opinions may not necessarily represent those expressed or reflected in
other Schroders communications.
This document is intended to be for information purposes only. The
material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or
sale of any financial instrument or security or to adopt any investment
strategy. The information provided is not intended to constitute
investment advice, an investment recommendation or investment
research and does not take into account specific circumstances of any
recipient. The material is not intended to provide,and should not be
relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice.
Information herein is believed to be reliable but Schroders does not
represent or warrant its completeness or accuracy.
No responsibility or liability is accepted by Schroders, its officers,
employees or agents for errors of fact or opinion or for any loss arising
from use of all or any part of the information in this document. No
reliance should be placedon the views and information in the document
when taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions. Schroders
has no obligation to notify any recipient should any information
contained herein change or subsequently become inaccurate. Unless
otherwise authorised by Schroders, any reproduction of all or part of the
information in this document is prohibited.
Any data contained in this document has been obtained from sources
we consider to be reliable. Schroders has not independently verified
or validated such data and it should be independently verified before
further publication or use. Schroders does not represent or warrant
the accuracy or completeness of any such data.
All investing involves risk including the possible loss of principal.
Third party data are owned or licensed by the data provider and may
not be reproduced or extracted and used for any other purpose
without the data provider’s consent. Third party data are provided
without any warranties of any kind. The data provider and issuer of the
document shall have no liability in connection with the third party data.
www.schroders.com contains additional disclaimers which apply to the
third party data.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not
be repeated. The value of investments and the income from them may
go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amounts
originally invested. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of
any overseas investments to rise or fall. This document may contain
‘forward-looking’ information, such as forecasts or projections. Please
note that any such information is not a guarantee of any future
performance and there is no assurance that any forecast or projection
will be realised.
European Union/European Economic Area: Issued by Schroder
Investment Management Limited,1 London Wall Place, London, EC2Y
5AU. Registered Number 1893220 England. Authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority.
For readers in United Kingdom: Issued by Schroder Investment
Management Limited, 1 London Wall Place, London, EC2Y 5AU.
Registered No. 1893220 England. Authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.
Note to Readers in Australia: Issued by Schroder Investment
Management Australia Limited, Level 20, Angel Place, 123 Pitt Street,
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia. ABN 22 000 443 274, AFSL 226473.

Note to Readers in Canada: Schroder Investment Management
North America Inc., 7 Bryant Park, New York, NY 10018–3706. NRD
Number 12130. Registered as a Portfolio Manager with the Ontario
Securities Commission, Alberta Securities Commission, the British
Columbia Securities Commission, the Manitoba Securities Commission,
the Nova Scotia Securities Commission, the Saskatchewan Securities
Commission and the (Quebec) Autorite des Marches Financiers.
Note to Readers in Hong Kong: Schroder Investment Management
(Hong Kong) Limited, Level 33, Two Pacific Place 88 Queensway,
Hong Kong. Central Entity Number (CE No.) ACJ591. Regulated by the
Securities and Futures Commission.
Note to Readers in Indonesia: PT Schroder Investment Management
Indonesia, Indonesia Stock Exchange Building Tower 1, 30th Floor,
Jalan Jend. Sudirman Kav 52–53 Jakarta 12190 Indonesia. Registered
/ Company Number by Bapepam Chairman’s Decree No: KEP-04/PM/
MI/1997 dated April 25, 1997 on the investment management activities
and Regulated by Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (‘OJK’), formerly the Capital
Market and Financial Institution Supervisory Agency (‘Bapepam dan LK’).
Note to Readers in Japan: Schroder Investment Management (Japan)
Limited, 21st Floor, Marunouchi Trust Tower Main, 1–8–3 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda–Ku, Tokyo 100- 0005, Japan. Registered as a Financial
Instruments Business Operator regulated by the Financial Services
Agency of Japan. Kanto Local Finance Bureau (FIBO) No. 90.
Note to Readers in People’s Republic of China: Schroder Investment
Management (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., RM1101 11/F Shanghai IFC Phase
(HSBC Building) 8 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai, China, AMAC
registration NO. P1066560. Regulated by Asset Management
Association of China.
Note to Readers in Singapore: Schroder Investment Management
(Singapore) Ltd, 138 Market Street #23–01, CapitaGreen, Singapore
048946. Company Registration No. 199201080H. Regulated by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Note to Readers in South Korea: Schroders Korea Limited, 26th Floor,
136, Sejong-daero, (Taepyeongno 1-ga, Seoul Finance Center), Jung-gu,
Seoul 100–768, South Korea. Registered and regulated by Financial
Supervisory Service of Korea.
Note to Readers in Switzerland: Schroder Investment Management
(Switzerland) AG, Central 2, CH-8001 Zürich, Switzerland. Authorised
and regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority
(FINMA).
Note to Readers in Taiwan: Schroder Investment Management
(Taiwan) Limited, 9F, 108, Sec.5, Hsin-Yi Road, Hsin-YI District, Taipei
11047 Taiwan, R.O.C. Registered as a Securities Investment Trust
Enterprise regulated by the Securities and Futures Bureau, Financial
Supervisory Commission, R.O.C.
Note to Readers in the United Arab Emirates: Schroder Investment
Management Limited, 1st Floor, Gate Village Six, Dubai International
Financial Centre, PO Box 506612 Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Registered Number 1893220 England. Authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority.
603383

